Finding out about your place
An article by Dr Michael Mulvaney for The Scribbly Gum (Spring 2015)
Recently I gave a talk to the Historical Society on the interplay of Red Hill’s
natural and human history. I won’t recount that history here, but I encourage you
to do similar research on your own patch. The internet is an amazing source and
you can find 1832 and 1837 maps (by Robert Hoddle and Robert Dixon) of our
area showing property boundaries and owners (Figure 1). The National Library
“Trove” site allows searches of all issues of the Canberra Times (which goes back
to the 1920s) and most of the Queanbeyan Age (back to 1860). Trove also has an
amazing collection of digitised maps and photos. Access Trove and search on the
name of your patch with words like “fire” “sheep” ”tree clearing” or “dump” and it
is amazing what you will find out.

Figure 1:Robert Hoddle 1832 map showing existing nature reserve
boundaries in green
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I was always puzzled why early graziers cleared the top of Red Hill ridge, where
soils are thin and stony, but left wooded the lower slopes on deep rich soils
(Figure 2). I found one possible explanation in a 15 December 1876 newspaper
article by Leopold Frans De Salis, of Cuppacumbalong, near Tharwa. De Salis
called for the clearing of antiquated gum trees, as useful as fossil dinosaurs, so
that water falling on hill tops is not wasted by transpiration but can flow down to
feed artificial ponds and lakes on the valley floor. He saw Lake George, which had
helped locals through severe drought as the exemplar. De Salis’s views were
syndicated in newspapers across NSW and much debated. In reply to concerns
from renowned geologist Rev W. B. Clarke, that too much tree clearing could lead
to aridity, De Salis scoffed that “..as if mere man could bring about such
changes..”.

Figure 2: Red Hill ridge cleared of trees (1924)
I was intrigued to find that both Red Hill and Stirling Ridge that now support the
largest and third largest ACT populations of the grazing sensitive Button
Wrinklewort daisy, were part of the same property for nearly hundred years and
also that both populations escaped being divided up into solider settlement
blocks. In the ACT such blocks had an average size of 1000ha and after 1920
covered much of the now Central Canberra, West Majura and Woden areas.
My appreciation and management of what I previously thought was a scraped out
gravel pit, was changed when I found out that it was a source for white ochre for
Aboriginal peoples moving from the south to meetings on Black Mountain
Peninsula. The white clay on an otherwise red hill was used in the 1930s to
provide “a better and brighter brick as it was considered by architects and town
planners that the red brick… did not harmonise with the city surrounds” (CT 26
Feb 1936).
I smirked when coming across Gary Humphries 1992 Legislative Assembly quote
“they think that by getting rid of old Charlie (and his cows) they will be doing a
good thing for the environment – but they’re wrong.”
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I was thrilled to locate three red flowering plants, Callistemon, Darling Pea and
Rosemary Grevillea still growing on the hill after planting nearly 100 years
earlier as part of Burley Griffins desire to restore the cleared hilltop with red
flowering plants (Figure 3). He also called for the cessation of grazing to allow
natural regeneration. He was partially listened to as only the southern end of the
Hill was placed within a solider settlement lease. This varied grazing history,
probably explains why the northern half is in much better condition with greater
plant diversity than the south.

Figure 3: Historic 1917 Callistemon plantings near Red Hill summit café
What I learned increased my understanding and appreciation of the Hill, and will
influence future management and care.
Dr Michael Mulvaney
October 2014
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